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It has been said that success is where preparation and opportunity meet. Never has 

there been a more opportune time for CFOs to have an impact, with CEOs increasing-

ly looking to them to help shape business direction and strategy. Once considered a 

numbers-only role, the CFO is now balancing traditional responsibilities with growing 

demand for data-driven analysis and insights that support growth and strategy.  

Driving this change is an increasingly competitive and rapidly changing business envi-

ronment, where most industries are being disrupted by new technologies and business 

models impacting how business is done and how customers are served. Also shaping 

the landscape are globalization, an intense regulatory environment, and the rise of 

fast-growing emerging markets, creating greater complexity for the CFO as well as a 

new set of business priorities.

THE CFO  
OF THE FUTURE 

“Without change there is no  

innovation, creativity, or incentive 

for improvement. Those who  

initiate change will have a better op-

portunity to manage the change that 

is inevitable.”

—Physicist William G. Pollard

http://www.workday.com/the_cfos_road_ahead.php
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All of these forces are redefining the role of the CFO. Louis Salamone, CFO at CityMD, a 

rapidly growing provider of urgent-care health clinics headquartered in New York, de-

scribes how the CFO role is shifting to “being more of a strategic partner, whether that’s 

finding new ways to raise capital, playing a leading role in mergers and acquisitions, or 

helping plan company expansions.” 

Looking ahead, finance and business professionals pursuing the CFO career track—and 

current CFOs looking to grow in their careers—will need to closely examine and im-

prove, if needed, their skill sets, knowledge, areas of focus, and business relationships 

to become successful CFOs of the future.   

Dr. Ilya Strebulaev, professor of finance at Stanford University, saw how much the CFO 

role was changing eight years ago and started The Emerging CFO: Strategic Financial 

Leadership Program that teaches current and future CFOs skills needed to be successful 

today and in the future, some of which weren’t traditionally deemed important.

“It used to be that the CFO function was a very technical function and separate than 

the rest of the enterprise,” says Strebulaev. “CFOs were either accountants or grew up 

through the finance office and there really wasn’t a need to have strategic or business 

vision. This worked well for a long time, but has now disintegrated in the current busi-

ness environment. CFOs need to be able to understand business strategy and have the 

skills to communicate it with other people.”  

Pulling from multiple studies and interviews with finance experts and practitioners, here 

is a look at the most important skills and capabilities required of the CFO of the future.

BY DEVELOPING STRONGER COMMUNICATION 

SKILLS, CFOs OF THE FUTURE CAN PROVIDE 

MEANINGFUL CONTEXT AROUND FINANCIAL 

AND BUSINESS PERFORMANCE TO INTERNAL 

AND EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER GROUPS.

http://faculty-gsb.stanford.edu/strebulaev/
http://www.gsb.stanford.edu/exed/ecfo/
http://www.gsb.stanford.edu/exed/ecfo/
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Broader Experience Beyond Finance

While a foundation in finance is important, CFOs will need broader business knowledge 

and operational experience as they take on a more strategic role. Kevin Loegering, 

vice president and CFO at Johnson Brothers Liquor Company, describes a distinct shift 

beyond pure finance and accounting. “There’s much more operational knowledge, influ-

ence, and acumen needed for this role,” he says.  

According to the report “Future pathways to finance leadership 2013” from the  

Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) and the Institute of Management 

Accountants (IMA), current CFOs identified strategy formulation and execution as the 

most important experience for future CFOs. This will require that CFOs “develop much 

broader leadership capabilities beyond traditional finance strength, with deep business 

and sector-specific experience and knowledge.” 

Those on the CFO career track who’ve held roles (or at the very least have worked 

closely with others) in critical business functions outside the finance organization—such 

as operations, marketing, and sales—will have stronger insights into the business and 

customers, an advantage when it comes to driving strategy and growth decisions.  

In a study titled Developing the CFO of the Future by the Rotman School of Manage-

ment at the University of Toronto and Odgers Berndtson, future CFOs were advised to 

diversify their experience. According to the report, “Given the breadth and complexity 

of the CFO portfolio, finance executives must be exposed to as many parts of the  

“COMPANIES NEED CFOs WHO HAVE TAKEN A 

‘CORKSCREW’ APPROACH TO THEIR CAREERS 

RATHER THAN FOLLOW A STRAIGHT LINE.”

—From “Developing the CFO of the Future: The Chang-

ing Role of Finance Executives in Leading Canadian 

Companies,” by the Rotman School of Management  

at the University of Toronto and Odgers Berndtson

http://www.accaglobal.com/content/dam/acca/global/PDF-technical/other-PDFs/Future-pathways-five-minute-summary.pdf
http://www.odgersberndtson.com/media/2498/cfo_of_the_future.pdf
http://www.odgersberndtson.com/media/2498/cfo_of_the_future.pdf
http://www.odgersberndtson.com/media/2498/cfo_of_the_future.pdf
http://www.odgersberndtson.com/media/2498/cfo_of_the_future.pdf
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business as possible. Companies need CFOs who have taken a ‘corkscrew’ approach to 

their careers rather than follow a straight line.” Broader experience also provides an 

opportunity for CFOs to build closer relationships with leaders across their organiza-

tions and increase their influence with peers.

Having this comprehensive experience can also better position CFOs who would like to 

become CEOs. According to KPMG’s “The View from the Top” report, nearly half of CEOs 

(47 percent) surveyed believe their CFO would like to become CEO in another  

company or industry. However, “CFOs will have to strengthen their leadership skills, 

broaden their focus, and—most importantly—overcome their lack of experience outside 

of finance if they want to become a CEO.”

Focus on Data and Actionable Insights

Data is becoming increasingly important to business success and helping companies 

identify new market opportunities, improve customer experiences, drive business plan-

ning, and support change and innovation. CEOs are looking to CFOs and finance teams 

to deliver analytics and insights that support strategy and decision-making. In fact, 

according to a report titled “The Changing Role of the CFO” from the ACCA and IMA, the 

finance function and the CFO are expected to be at the heart of this data revolution.

NAVIGATING THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT WILL  

CONTINUE TO BE A CRITICAL ISSUE FOR CFOs 

ACROSS ALL SECTORS. FUTURE FINANCE 

LEADERS SHOULD BE ADEPT IN NAVIGATING 

AN INCREASINGLY COMPLEX REGULATORY 

ENVIRONMENT, WHETHER IT’S SETTING UP NEW 

FINANCIAL PROCESSES OR FULFILLING NEW 

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.

https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2015/11/view-from-the-top.pdf
http://www.accaglobal.com/content/dam/acca/global/PDF-technical/finance-transformation/pol-afb-croc.pdf
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CFOs and finance teams will need to understand how to harness data—beyond just the 

financial numbers—to tell a business story that explains context and reasons why, and  

answers “what if” questions.

Strebulaev agrees that this expertise will be critical. “We now live in a sea of data and 

have the technology to evaluate that data and make decisions about consumers, com-

petitors, markets, and much more,” he says. “CFOs must understand how to use all of 

this data—not just financial data—to understand the business and drive decisions. The 

companies that don’t won’t survive.”

Salamone echoed the importance of being able to deliver meaningful insight to the 

business, and advises those on the CFO track to understand the significance of financial 

metrics, and know how to interpret them for the people who manage business  

operations. For example, what information can a manager use to better run his or  

her division? 

“Don’t just say, ‘This is how much revenue your site or division has earned,’” Salamone 

says. “That business operation manager needs information that will help him or her run 

the site better, and more quickly detect areas that need attention.”

 

Technology will play an important role in the ability to make data timely, accessible, 

and relevant. New financial management systems leveraging the cloud, in-memory 

databases, visualization, and mobile are enabling the CFO and finance organizations 

“CFOs MUST UNDERSTAND HOW TO USE ALL 

OF THIS DATA—NOT JUST FINANCIAL DATA—TO 

UNDERSTAND THE BUSINESS AND DRIVE 

DECISIONS. THE COMPANIES THAT DON’T 

WON’T SURVIVE.”

—DR. ILYA STREBULAEV
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to move beyond just analyzing historical financial data to accessing real-time insights 

about business performance. Even better, it’s making it easier to deliver these insights 

to other business leaders, furthering strengthening those partnerships.

Looking ahead, the CFO and finance teams will increasingly use advanced analytics  

to run predictive models and develop better forecasts. Understanding technology and  

systems—and whether they are capable of enabling greater efficiencies, agility, and  

insights—will be critical. According to “The Changing Role of the CFO” report, “Tomor-

row’s CFOs and their finance functions will need to be very adept in leveraging this 

technology. In theory, this means less time on recording and verifying the numbers,  

and more time making the data connections and explaining the number implications  

to the business—applying the finance lens on decision-making.”

Close Partnership with the CIO

Building a strong relationship with the CIO will also be critical for the future CFO.  

Strebulaev emphasizes the importance of the CFO-CIO partnership in creating a  

more data-driven organization, but says it will require learning how to better under-

stand each other. Working more closely together, they can also evaluate what  

technologies and financial systems are required to support CFOs and their teams’  

expanded responsibilities.

“CFOs need to partner closely with CIOs on this data-driven revolution and help them 

understand what kind of data they need,” Strebulaev says. “The challenge in the past 

has been they often speak different languages, so improving that communication chan-

nel will be important.”

Loegering agrees. “Part of the role is technology and information—it’s becoming in-

creasingly important to understand systems and data, and understand and use that 

information.” Loegering says this focus has forged a closer relationship with Johnson 

Brothers’ CIO. “Together we’ve driven a lot of where things are going, in terms of  

systems and projects,” he says.
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Communication Skills

A big part of the future CFO role will be not only delivering data, but communicating 

what that data means to multiple stakeholders, many of whom don’t have finance back-

grounds. Future finance leaders should seek out opportunities in their organizations to 

work with different stakeholders, and improve their communication skills.  

This point is underscored in the “Future pathways to finance leadership” report, which 

notes that future finance leaders will need to “talk the same language” across a wide 

range of traditional finance and nontraditional finance relationships.  

This is new territory for many CFOs, who have typically worked behind the scenes 

in the past. “One of the biggest challenges I’ve seen CFOs deal with is communication 

skills. CFOs increasingly have to present data to people with non-financial backgrounds, 

and many weren’t trained on how to do this,” says Strebulaev.

Yet by developing stronger communication skills, CFOs of the future can provide mean-

ingful context around financial and business performance to internal and external 

stakeholder groups. These skills will also be important for building strong relationships 

in the organization as the CFO takes on more leadership responsibility.

 

 

RISK MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE

AS THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT CONTINUES 

TO BECOME MORE COMPLEX, THE CFO OF THE 

FUTURE WILL BALANCE MANY RISK IMPLICA-

TIONS—FROM TRADITIONAL FINANCE RISKS TO 

EMERGING RISKS SUCH AS CYBERSECURITY AND 

IDENTITY THREATS. 
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Adaptable to Change and Driver of Innovation  

CFOs are working in a time of unparalleled business change and disruption. The CFO of 

the future and finance teams will need to adapt quickly to change, whether it’s sup-

porting their company’s ability to move into a new market, adapt to new regulations, or 

create a new business model.

CEOs are also looking to CFOs to help drive innovation and transformation within  

their organizations. According to KPMG’s “The View from the Top” report, one out of 

three CEOs say experience with transformation is one of the most important attributes 

for a CFO. 

Strebulaev also views innovation as one of the most pressing issues for CFOs in the fu-

ture. “We are living in an era of disruption and CFOs need to be thinking of two things: 

How do I make sure that my company is innovating and staying on top of their industry 

and what is happening when the company is disrupted—how is this impacting the  

business and culture?”

As one of the leading supporters of innovation in their organizations, CFOs need to 

understand how disruption can impact business models, and be able to assess risk and 

financial results to determine where to put investment dollars in innovation. Providing 

data and insights that can help identify opportunities for innovation and inform strate-

gies is also important. 

For many CFOs, this may be a very different way of thinking. “Innovation means you 

have to take some well-calculated risks and that is challenging for CFOs who are typi-

cally more risk averse,” says Strebulaev.

Global Experience

The CFO of the future faces an increasingly complex global economy, with high-

growth emerging markets, developed markets, and continued volatility in the  
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financial markets all impacting business priorities and strategies. Having global experi-

ence will be a necessity. In fact, global experience is now regarded as the most import-

ant attribute a CFO can possess, according to KPMG’s “The View from the Top” report.

Understanding the business through a global lens will be critical to developing the 

right growth strategies, especially when it comes to expanding into new markets. 

According to “The Changing Role of the CFO” report, “Basic building blocks [of the 

role] will be awareness and understanding of how different business models play out 

in particular regions or countries together with the different strategic challenges and 

opportunities faced.”

Future CFOs will also need a vision for how to create a global finance team that is 

comfortable working across borders and cultures. “With finance responsibilities in-

creasingly crossing borders, the CFO needs to navigate through, and embrace a vision 

for, the finance function that cuts across different cultures, working practices, beliefs, 

languages, and time zones. Global leadership will be the cornerstone of the future 

CFO’s role,” the report states.

To prepare, future finance leaders should look for opportunities to work in both de-

veloped and emerging markets, and build relationships with peers across borders. 

 

“GLOBAL LEADERSHIP WILL BE THE CORNER-

STONE OF THE FUTURE CFO’s ROLE.”

—FROM “THE CHANGING ROLE OF THE CFO,”  

BY THE ACCA AND IMA
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Final Thoughts

The importance and breadth of the CFO role continues to grow, shaping a future CFO 

that looks very different from that of the past. CFOs will need a wide range of skills and 

capabilities to prepare for the opportunities and challenges ahead. Whether you are a 

current CFO or a future finance leader, continuing your personal and professional devel-

opment will be critical for success. 

Consider programs that have been created to further educate CFOs on this evolving 

role, such as Stanford’s Emerging CFO: Strategic Financial Leadership Program. Most 

importantly, take the initiative within your company to gain broader experience, under-

stand the value of data insights and the technologies required for it, develop closer re-

lationships with technology and business stakeholders, hone communication skills, and 

be prepared to help the organization drive innovation and adapt to constant change. 

As William G. Pollard said, “Those who initiate change will have a better opportunity to 

manage the change that is inevitable.”
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